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Introduction

Accelerated expansion Transition (reheating) Thermal universe

arXiv:1806.01865v2 [hep-ph] 17 Dec 2018



Production of particles/Dark matter

arXiv:1806.01865v2 [hep-ph] 17 Dec 2018

Introduction

Is a classical field



Inflation

Reheating

arXiv:1306.5220v3 [hep-th] 8 Sep 2013

Introduction



Reheating the cosmological equations

Equation of motion for the homogeneous field

Friedman’s equations: 

Equation of state parameter:



Reheating the microphysics

arXiv:2012.10756v2 [hep-ph] 7 Apr 2021



Solving the reheating

Define the reheating time :

Define the reheating Temperature:



The issue of fluctuation

Condensate: Classical field that oscillate at a 

frequancy uniformly in space
Particle: Non homogeneous quantum field (usual

particles)



What is fragmentation?

Valid until : after that we need to solve the full non-linear dynamics

Fragmentation is the moment when the perturbation energy density take over the inflaton energy

density. 

Up to first order

Introduce new 

couplings !

New EOM:



What is fragmetation

Enter produce

Backreact and destroy



Numerical Simulation

User Manual: arXiv:2102.01031v2

Review of the simulation techniques: arXiv:2006.15122v3 

The following numerical results only take into account the self motion of the inflaton

field



Simulation result

arXiv:2308.16231v1 

Energy density and equation of state parameter as a function of the scale factor for various power of 

the potential

radiation (massless particles)



Simulation result

Energy density and equation of state parameter as a function of the scale factor for various

power of the potential

arXiv:2308.16231v1 

radiation (massless particles)



How to avoid fragmentation

Solve and require to reheat before fragmentaion



Problematic?

Depending on the potential what are the allowed processes to produce matter in the early

universe?



Reheating after fragmentation

We define the energy ratio:                        and compute the remaining energy tranfert using latice data.

After fragmentation :



Reheating after fragmentation

arXiv:2308.16231v1 

Reheating temperature as a function of the coupling for various power of the potential

Fragmentation exclude reheating via decay to fermion if k>2



Reheating after fragmentation

arXiv:2308.16231v1 There is no fragmentation problem for decay to boson.

Reheating temperature as a function of the coupling for various power of the potential



Reheating after fragmentation

arXiv:2308.16231v1 

Fragmentation has an important effect for the bound on the minimum value required for the coupling

Reheating temperature as a function of the coupling for various power of the potential



Conclusion

 Non linearities in the early universe can produce a massive amount

of perturbation leading to radiation dominated universe.

 The pertubations affects the processes that produce matter and 

add constrains for reheating to happend in a specific way

depending on the model



Thank you!
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